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SCHOOL PROGRESS OF GIFTED CHILDREN
INTRODUCTION: GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to investigate the special
form of acceleration, common in the public schools of the United
States, which is known as 'grade skipping:' more particularly to
determine (1) whether skipping is a beneficial or a harmful edu-
cational practice, (2) if sometimes harmful and sometimes helpful,
to determine under what conditions it should, and (3) under what
<jonditions it should not be permitted.
In this investigation the term 'gifted children' is
mad to designate those^ vvho in the course of their public-school
education have, as individuals, by 'jumping' some portion of the
normal curriculum, passed through the elementary or high-school
work in a period of time shorter than the normal period. There
have been included as cases of 'skipping' some pupils of parochi-
al schools whose abbreviation of the normal period of school
training resulted not from individual variation from the pace of
their schoolmates, but from the shorter period given to the work
by all the pupils of their classes. The term 'gifted, ' as here
used, does not, then, necessarily mean gifted in a psychological
sense, i.._e., possessed of superior mental ability. None of these
pupils ha^ve- been selected by any system of mental tests, nor by
any application of special educational scales (Ay)^, Thorndike,
Courtis Tests, etc.); in some cases they have not even been se-
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2lected as shOTving perticular ability In the classroom. All are
pupils whose school progress has been at some point accelerated,
and whose acceleration (v?ith two exceptions) has not been follow-
ed by a subsequent retardation.
As far as the writer has been able to determine, there
has been no other study made of gifted children with the same pur-
pose in view with which these results may be compared. A* -Studyis
have. L>ceh
q_
similar in some respects w€t6- made by C . H. Keyes, in Teachers
2
College, by E. E. Jones, formerly of Indiana University, and by
2Clara Schmltt, of Chicago.
^C. H. KEYES Progress Through the Grades of City Schools
E. Jones Suggestions from Cases of Unusually Rapid or
Irregular Progress in Public Schools . ( Pro -
ceedings of the Uational Educational Associa -
tion, 1912
,
pp. 640-45 )
Clara Schmltt Retardation Statistics of Three Chicago Schools
The Elementary S chool Teacher . Vol. X, p. 478 .

Chapter I
SUBJECTS STUDIED
The suhjects studied were divided into two groups. The
first group is composed of adults and the second group is com-
posed of children. The cases studied present a wide variation
in several different ways. In academic status the members of
group one range from freshmen in the University to holders of the
doctorate degree. In age they range from seventeen to thirty-
eight years. In amount of work 'skipped' they range from a part
of a grade to four grades, and in grades 'skipped' from the first
grade of the elementary school to the last year of the high school.
One individual 'skipped' all of the high-school work with the ex-
ception of the first six months. A few of the individuals studied
came from private schools, but the majority from public schools
which range in size from the one-room country school to a large
city system. In the homes represented would be found a wide
range of economic status, from restricted means through moderate
comfort to affluence. Naturally, a corresponding range of educa-
tional advantages would be represented in these homes: in some
cases the parents of the persons studied could read only with dif-
ficulty; in others the parents had received the most thorough edu-
cation afforded by the best universities. Some of the members of
this group were the only children in the families represented;
others had as many as nine brothers and sisters; one reported even
as many as thirteen. The age of entering school ranged from five
to ten years
.

4',7ith a fejv exceptions the members of this group were stu-
dents in classes in Education in the University of Illinois.
They were 'discovered' simply "by requesting all students in a
given class who had 'skipped' grades during their school career
to raise their hands. It is not without interest to note that
from twenty-five to forty percent of the students in the intro-
ductory class in Education reported accelerated progress prior
to entrance to the University - a fact that raises a strong pre-
sumption that the university does select predominantly from the
"better grade of public-school pupils. It should be said, how-
ever, that Education as a University subject cannot be elected
prior to the Junior year.
The second group, save for a few cases, were found in the
public schools of Urbana and Champaign. The method of 'discover-
ing' them was in this group to inquire of the superintendent,
teachers, and pupils for th© names of pupils who had 'skipped'
grades
.
1\
5Chapter II
METHOD OF IF7ESTIGATI01I
The members of the first group were interviewed per-
sonally, and information was thus obtained for filling out the
following printed form:
SCHOOL PROCiRFAS OF GIFTED CHU-DREN
I. Oiaracterifltic* of Grnndparrnl*:
Paternal-
a. Grandfather
b. Grandmothrr
Maternal'
a. Grandfather
b. Grandmother
II. IrnininKof Parents:
a. Father
b. Mother
III. Chnrncteriiilirii of Parents:
a. l ather
b. Mother
IV. I Iralth of Parents:
a. l-ather
b. Mother
V. Ocrupation of the fnlhcr
VI. Duties of the mother
VII. AKe of Parents:
n. Folher
b. Mother
VIII. Your aKc
IX. How many brothers?
X. Prescholnstic life of child, period 1-3 yrn.
n. I lenllli. special care of the body
b. I rainiuK
Period i-6yr^.
a. Health, special care of the body
b. Training
XI. Srlu.l..«lu l.fr:
I- Aue of entrance upon shool life
J, Was school Kfaded?
6. A^e nt the titne of skipping
8. Did otiiers skip al the same timc>
Was the one you entered?
Kfade to you?
way: a. By home study)
J. Individually in school
Sisters?
Accomplishmrnls
nplifthn
1. He<Ud) at entrance
4. Grade entered 5. Grades skipped
.
7. Why did you skip it?
9. Was the room you skipped crowded?
10. Who suggested the idea of skipping the
I I . Was the work skipped covered in some other
b. In vacation school? c. By private study?
e. Taught in class as needed?
12. Was any branch of the course of study missed entirely? What one?
I 5. What topics were skipped in- a. Arithmetic? b. Grammar?
c, I listoi">'? d. Geography? e. Physiology?
M. Wnslbe attendance regular before skipping? After skipping?
I 5. Did skipping increase your interest or decrease it?
grade to which you were admitted? 17. Did you finish the elementry school?
18. Did you enter high school? 19. Did you finish it? 20. Have you suf-
fered any inconveniences in doing the %s'ork that followed, because of skipping?
21. What inconveniences have you suffered from skipping?
16. Did you finish the
I-* P
O M
D
11. Does there seem to be a break in your education where you skipped? In what
subject? Where? 23. Did skipping throw you in-
to work that was too difHcult? 24. Did the work after skipping seem confusing?
How long? In what subject?
25. Were your grades good before skipping? After skipping? Which were
better? 26. Did it impair your health to keep up after skipping?
27. Do you consider being allowed to skip a favor or an injustice?
Why? 28. Did any of your brothers or sisters
skip a gTftde? ^K'hat grade? ^%'as it a hindrance or a help
to (hem? V^'hy?
6The Information concerning the members of the second
group was obtained by a personal interview with the pupils, sup-
plemented In some cases b^ interviews with teachers and parents.
With this group the information under Items I to X Inclusive was
obtained in some cases but by no means in all: stress was laid
rather upon the points covered under Item ZI , Questions 1 to 9,
aad 20 and 27.
The purpose of this investigation of the children was
to supplement, and, if necessary, to correct the information gained
from the adults of the first group. The method that had to be
employed in studying the adults might raise a doubt as to the re-
liability of the data obtained in that way. Errors of memory
can scarcely have been avoided, because the adults were obliged
to report upon events and conditions of their past school life,
and they may have forgotten important details. They may also
tend as a group to minimize in retrospect the difficulties they
encountered in adjusting their work after skipping. It is also
possible that self-consciousness may have contributed an element
of unreliability in the adults. On the whole, the attitude was
that of interest and sincerity, though a few of the adults ap-
peared not to speak entirely objectively about themselves and
their families, because they feared to "sound ridiculous" or to
seem "boastful," and, on the other hand, a few of them may have
unintentionally somewhat overdra-^vn the picture. It seemed de-
sirable, therefore, to investigate the work of the children

7who were actually engaged in the process of skipping and to
ascertain the opinion of teachers and parents who were viewing
the process^fir o t hand. As the results that follow will show,
the investigation of the children actually confirmed the out-
come of the investigation of the adults. Thus, for example, in
the adult group eight of the sixty-seven who had skipped an en-
tire grade stated that skipping was disadvantageous, and four of
the forty-four children who had skipped an entire grade made the
same statement.

8Chapter III
THE DATA
The data secured for the adults are given in Tables
1-24; those for the children in Tables 25-28. The arrangement
of these tables follows order of the questionary.
The first part has to do with the quality of the im-
mediate ancestry. Ancestors were considered "gifted" when their
ability was reported by such descriptive phrases as: ''keen busi-
ness insight," "marked degree of success," "educational expert,"
"exceptional memory," "accomplished in the fine arts," "exception
ally alert mentally," distinguished political leader," "mechani-
cal skill," "unusual vitality," etc. One grandfather had amassed
a fortune of one-and-one-half million dollars in mercJ^antile bus-
iness in a small village in an agricultural community; another
had been a state superintendent of public instruction. A grand-
mother at the age of eighty-three was "only slightly gray, phys-
ically able to do all of the house work for a small family, and
was very active mentally." Cases of this kind will illustrate
what we have classed as "gifted ancestry." In some cases it was
difficult to decide from the report whether the ancestors were
gifted or not. For example, some of them were successful in bus-
iness but had inherited wealth; others were holding responsible
positions, but there was nothing else in the original report
that would guarantee exceptional ability. In cases of this kind,

the writer made his decision after questioning the student to
elicit further information. There were, of course, many ances-
tors who were not gifted in any sense of the term, who had not
shown ability in any line of activity. We realize that our class
iflcation of ancestry as *glfted' or 'not gifted' is subject to
Tarloue sources of error, hut even after due allowance for these
has been made, the fact shown in Table 1 (70 per cent of our
oases showing gifted ancestry) is certainly significant and strik
ing. Farther confirmation is afforded by the circumstance that
Table 1
number of Cases of Gifted Ancestry in 84 College Students TTho
Have Skipped Grades or Accelerated in the Public School
Men 20 Women 40 Total 60^ or 70 per cent
all students who had two or more brothers or sisters who had
also skipped grades (see Table 6) also reported gifted ancestry,
and that all students who had secured honors in their college
work (preliminary honors, Phi Beta Kappa, hi^est grades in their
class, etc.) also reported gifted ancestry.
The parents who had taken as much as one year's school-
ing beyond the high school (in a normal school, college, or vo-
cational institution) were arbitrarily classed as 'trained par-
Table 2
Trained Parents
Number of efeildren Reporting Trained Parents 44
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ents.' The data show (Table 2) that^53 percent of the 8.4 col-
lege students had 'trained parents' in this sense of the term.
Eiglity per cent of the adult group ivere children of
healthy parents, as may he seen from Tahle 3.
Table 3
Healthy Parents
Men E6 Women 42 Total 68 or 83 per cent
In each one of these cases the health of both parents
w»s considered.
The occupation of the father was considered as a pos-
sible factor, because it indicates in some degree the general
status of the family. Table 4 shows this distribution.
Table 4
Occupation of the Father
Farmer 21 27.2^ Physician & Surgeon 6 7.7^ Minister 3 3.9^
Teacher 4 5.2^ Superintendent of Con- Carpen-
struction Engineers 1 1.8^ ter 2 2.6^^
Lawyer 2 2.6^^ Railroad Conductor 1 1.7^ Barber 1 1.8^
Business 35 46.4^
Table 5 shows the distribution of the families in terms
of the number of children in the family; Table 6 shows the dis-
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tri"bution of the families in terms of the number of children in
the family that had skipped grades. These tables are read thus:
there were 9 families with one child, 16 with two children, etc.;
Table 5
Number of Children in the Families
Number of Families 9 16 14 12 10 3 4 3 3 1
Number of Children 1 2 3 4 5679 10 14
Table 6
Number of Children 'iTho Skipped Grades, by Families
Number of Families 9 24 6 3 1
Number Tho Skipped 1 8 3 4 5
there were 9 families in -^hich only one child skipped a grade,
24 families in which tv^o children skipped grades, etc.
That the good health of the children themselves has
apparently been a prominent factor in grade 'skipping' is shown
in Table 7
.
Table 7
Ntunber in Adult Group Reporting 'Good Health'
Men 30 Women 44 Total 74 or 90 per cent
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All of the cases that won honors in the elementary
school (except tliree),and all with the exception of two who won
honors in the high school and college are included in this group.
Several memhers of this group had had some training
( e.£.^ in singing, speaking, reading, and writing) before they en-
tered upon school life. The divisions of their pre-scholastic
life and the number of persons of this group trained in each
period are shown in Table 8.
Table 8
Special Training During First Three Years of Life
Men 7 Women 18 Total 25, or 30 per cent
Special Training During Second Three Years of Life
Men 14 Tomen 25 Total 39^ or 47 per cent
In the absence of exact information it is impossible
to say whether, or to what extent, this pre-scholastic train-
ing differs from the amount that would be found in the general
school population, but the author's impression is decidedly that
these students who have skipped grades received^earlier and more
home training than would fall to the lot of the average school
child.
Table 9
Number Reporting Special Ability prior to School Life
Men 6 Women 10 Total 16^ or 22 per cent
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Special ability referred to in Table 9 includes whut
may perhaps be spoken of as rather unusual gifts in memory, im-
agination, imitation, and expression.
The age at which the members of our adult group began
their training in school is shovm in Table 10.
Table 10
Distribution According to Age of Entering School
Age of Entering 5 6 7 8 9 10
number of Cases 8 44 20 7 4 1
The extreme departure from the normal distribution on
the part of the few entering at 8, 9, and 10 is due to the fact
that in every case they were taught at home until the time they
entered school. Those who were five years old went to school
with an older brother or sister, or were six years old before the
close of the school year, or were 'favorites' of the teacher in
very small schools.
Table 11, which shows the grades that were skipped and
the number of cases for each grade, is of particular interest. It
will be noted that grades 2, 4, and 7 are the ones most commonly
Table 11
Number of Children Skipping Each Grade
Grade 123456 78 H.S.
number 9 13 8 12 8 8 12 3 1
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skipped. Keyes reports, ho^vever, that 3. 4, and 5, in the order
named, are most productive of gains.
The question of relative ease of skipping different grades
E
will "be considered later.
Inspection of Table 12 shows that the ages from seven to
eleven are these in which most children skip grades. The dis-
tribution here shows somewhat less correspondence than might be
Table IE
Distribution According to Age at the Time of Skipping
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
7 20 13 18 15 11 6 2 4 1 1
Age
lumber
Progress Through the Grades of City Schools .
^The one case of distinct grade -skipping in the high-
school is Quite unusual in character. This young man attended the
high school for six months only, when sixteen years of age. He then
took a business course of some six months, and later at the age of
22 entered the University as a special student. Here he pursued a
variety of courses (Rhetoric 1 and 2, Physics 7a and 8a, 15 hours
of Chemistry, etc.) with uncommon success, and at the beginning of
his senior year, by a special dispensation of the faculty, he was
allowed to matriculate as a candidate for a degree. This case
demonstrates that the taking of high-school work is not actually im-
perative for successful college work. It is but fair to add, how-
ever, that the lack of high-school preparation caused distinct in-
convenience, according to the student's own testimony.
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expected with tlie die tribnt ion by 'grade skipped' (Table 11).
The discrepancy is due mainly to inequalities in the age of en-
trance to school (See Table 10).
From Table 13 it appears that with few exceptions the
skipping was done because the student had displayed superior abil-
ity: in only six instances was the 'skipping' attributed to such
factors as crowded rooms, changing schools, 'the fashion to skip,'
etc
.
Table 13
Reasons Reported for Skipping
Superior Ability Men 30 ;7omen 48 Total 78, or 9£ per cent
Other Reasons Men 3 '^omen 3 Total 6, or 7 per cent
The question whether the student skipped alone or
with others revealed the results shown in Table 14. These have
probably little significance.
TabTe~T4
Number Skipping A^-One 27, or 45 per cent
number Skipping with Others 46, or 55 per cent
A few schools seemingly have attempted to prohibit
grade skipping because so many parents have wished the privilege
extended to children who were not intellectually able to do so.
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It may "be readily seen from Table 15 that the members of this
group did not skip on account of the prestige of parents, since
Table 15
Home 2 School 76, or 90 per cent. Home and School 6
in 90 per cent of the cases the su^^gestion to 'skip' came from
the school officials. The six cases listed as "home and school"
are cases in which the suggestion arose from conferences between
parents and teachers, so that it is impossible to ascribe the sug-
gestion primarily to either party.
Only a small portion of the work 'skipped' was explic-
itly 'made up^' as Table 16 shows. The work mentioned in this
table was 'made up' by home study, or by doing double work in the
Table 16
Cases in Which the '>7Qrk Skipped was Done in Some Other 'Vay
In full 1 In part 8 Total 9^ or 10 per cent
subject.
The fact ^ very familiar to every school^man, that reg-
GrOOd
Table 17
Attendance at School
76^ or 90 per cent Pair 1 Poor 7

uler attendance is one of the essentials in the education of
children^ is emphasized "by the data in Table 17.
Tables 18 and 19 are submitted without comment.
Table 18
Distribution According to Kxunber of Grades Skipped
Grade
Part of one Men 5 V/omen 11 Total 16, or 20 per cent
One Men E8 •7omen 39 Total 67, or 81 per cent
Tv?o Men 11 ;7omen 11 Total 20^ or 25 per cent
Three Men 1 V/bmen 1 Total Z, or 2 per cent
Four Men lomen 1 Total 1^ or 1 per cent
Table 19
Time Gained by Acceleration
Time In Years Number of Men Number of 7/omen Total
1 6 5 llj £>r 13 per cent
2 11 11 22, or 28 per cent
3 1 3 4, or 5 per cent
4 1 Ij or- 1 per cent
Table 20
Number Repeating a Grade After Skipping
Men 1 ;7omen 1 Total 2^ or 2 per cent
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It was the toetimony of one of these persons who repeated
a grade that it was lack of application and not lack of ability
or preparation that made the repetition necessary. Ke said that
he was just at an age \-ihen. he did not wish to work and that the
teacher did not demand it. The other one had skipped two grades
and had attended a country school. (See second case. Chapter
IV.)
Table 21 does not seem to contain any information that is
Table 21
Number Having Brothers and Sisters '.7ho Skipped Grades 26,
or 44 per cent
.
necessary in the solution of this problem and is, therefore,
given without comment.
The term ''good grades" may probably mean nothing because a
great nujuber of teachers with varying standards for grading
have had a part in making the ratings from which these reports
were given. It is noticeable that all of them make good grades
before skipping and all but one after skipping. The one vihose
Table 22
lJumber '.Vho Made Good Grades Before and After Skipping
Before Skipping 69 After Skipping 68
grades were poor after skipping is reported as the second case
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of Chapter IV (page 40). There was another student who repeated
a grade (see Table £0 and comment), but he skipped' the fourth
grade and repeated the fifth. Repeating the fifth grade seems to
have been a stimulus, because his grades from that time to the
close of the elementary school were good.
As may be seen from Table E3, 56, or 83 per cent of the
Table 23
Comparison of Grades Before and After Skipping
Better Before Skipping 3. Better After Skipping 8. The Same 56.
adults received the same marks after skipping that they had re-
ceived before they skipped.
In some schools it is the practice to rank the pupils ac-
cording to the grades they make in daily recitations, tests, and
examinati ons
.
Table 24
Number Jho ion Honors
In the Elementary School 33. In High School 33.
In College 8. Total :;ho 7/on Honors 74.
The thirty-three pupils who had won honors in the grades
were either in the "first rank" in marks or had the "highest grades"
in the class. In the high school some of them were valedictorians.
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and others would have been if it had been the fashion in the
school to have one. The honors -a- on in college were largely pre-
liminary honors
.
The work done outside of school will be mentioned in the
reports and discussions of "special cases." A number of our sub-
jects read a great deal of outside material while they were in
the elementary school. These do not appear in Table 25. The out-
Table 25
Number Who Did Outside Tork
In the High School 9. In College 5. Total 14
side work here reported was done for pay and consisted of work in
offices and stores, janitor service, etc.
The students from private schools, and all except three
who had been accelerated by parts of grades, said that acceler-
ation had been advantageous to them. Two men and three women
said that acceleration had been disadvantageous to them social-
ly, because they were too young for their group.
Table 26
Decisions 7ith Regard to Results of Grade Skipping
Advantageous Men 25 Women 35 Total 60, or 87 per cent
Disadvantageous Men 5 7/omen 6 Total 9, or 13 per cent
ti
I
I
i
i
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The number In the public echool who skipped a whole grade
is shown in Table 27, and the number who accelerated by skipping
Table 27
Number of Public-School Pupils Tho Skipped a Ifhole Grade
Boye 17 Girls 25 Total 42
parts of grades in Table 28.
Table 28
Number "fho Accelerated by Skipping Parts of Grades
Boys 16 Girls 7 Total 23
The reader will observe (Table 29) that the per cent of
children who say that 'grade skippiig' has been advantageous to
them is perceptibly higher than that of the adults - a fact that
Table 29
Number \7ho Have Been Helped by Skipping
Whole Grade Boys 15 Girls 23 Total 38
Parts of Grades Boys 16 Girls 6 Total 22
strengthens the reliability of the report of the adults.
The tiwo boys reported in Table 30 say they are handi-
capped socially. They are too young for their group.

2£
Table 30
NiimTDer Who Have Been Hindered "by Skipping
Thole Grades Boys 2 Girls 2 Total 4
Parts of Grades Boys Girls 1 Total 1
The statements of the teachers and those of the parents,
as far as interviewed, corroborate the decision of the children.
Some of the parents say tliet the nork has not been easy for the
children, and others state that in certain subjects the work has
been more difficult because of 'skipping', and in a few subjects
e.^., music, drawing, etc., the child may never do so well, per-
haps, because he 'skipped.' The parents of the 38 children
(Table 29) who were helped by 'skipping' are agreed that the
careless habits of study, the waning interest, and idleness which
follow when the child is not working up to his normal rate are
results far more Injurious than the handicaps which occur because
of 'skipping' grades.
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Chapter IV
DESCRIPTIOII OF SPECIAL CASES liiEREIN SKIPPING
WAS REPORTED DISADVAUTAGEOUS
Of the sixty-nine who had skipped at least a whole grade,
there v?ere eight who maintained that for them grade skipping had
worked an injustice. In all the cases in which the adults in-
terviewed had 'skipped' more than one grade, no difficulty was
arvy
reported concerning the skipping of -tire lower one. "Lower" means
here grades from one to five^ inclusive
.
We shall now proceed to descrihe in more detail the cir-
cumstances attendant upon these instances of undesirable skipping.
Case I. This is a young woman now twenty-four years of
age. Some of her immediate ancestors were endowed with good "bus-
iness insight and some of them were social leaders and were prom-
inent in educational work. Her father had attended college and
her mother had spent one year in an academy. She was reared on
a farm, and her mother spent a great deal of time teaching her
while she was attending the elementairy school. Her health and
that of her parents was good. She began school in the first
grade at the age of six years. The school she attended was a
country school, but was "graded" in the sense that most country
schools are, that is, the pupils were grouped according to age
and attainment. She 'skipped' the greater part of the first
grade when she moved to another school. At the age of eleven
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she 'skipped' the seventh grade because her teacher thought she
was able to do the work of the eighth grade. A very small part
of the seventh-grade work was made up by doing work at home, but
this home-work was by no means equivalent to the work of that
grade at school; In reality^ It was scarcely worth mentioning. She
now complains that skipping the seventh grade was an injustice to
her because she was not so thoroughly grounded in the fundamentals
of the elementary school as to be able to do the high-school work
well. She complains further that v:h.en she entered the high school
she was not mature enough to do the work there satisfactorily to
herself. She says that there "seems to be a break'^ in her edu-
cation where she missed the arithmetic, geography, and history of
the seventh year, but she says also that the break seems to be
closing now. Her work has not been without recognition both In
the grades and in the high school. In the grades she won a prize
offered to the 'best speller' in the eighth grade. In the high
school there was a class of forty-five in the beginning, but at
the time of graduation all of them but six had been eliminated,
according to her account, because of poor scholarship. In this
class of six she ranked second. She had written a play that had
been accepted by the school officials as the senior class play.
Case II. This woman has said that it was an injustice
to her to be allowed to skip the sixth grade. She entered a pri-
vate kindergarten at the age of five.end >4t seven she 'skipped'
the first grade and entered the second of a country school. Her
health was only fair^ and she had no help in her school work at
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home except that given by her cousins. Over-dependence upon
this assistance in arithmetic may be the cause of her subsequent
difficulty in that subject. Her complaint is that she missed the
drill and the written problems of the sixth grade; that she "most
certainly" suffered inconveniences in doing the work that followed
it; that there is "a break in her education" where she "missed
decimals" and the written problems of the sixth year; that she
does "not know how to read a written problem" and that as a re-
sult even now she "cannot make a good beginning in the solution
of one." She had to repeat the eighth grade, and this confirms
her conviction that being permitted to skip the sixth grade was
a decided injustice. According to her own report she has won no
honors in the grades, in the high school, or in college. Her
marks, she says, were good in the elementary school before she
skipped the sixth grade, but were poor afterwards, and she de-
clares that the work in the seventh and eighth grades was con-
fusing to her.
Case III. A Senior in the University, who is now twenty-
three years old, skipped the first four years of the elementary
school on account of work done at home. She asserts that it was
an injustice to her to skip the first four grades.
Her grandparents were competent in money- making and gifted
in music and painting. Her father was a "good mathematician" and
her mother was an art supervisor. Her father was a clergyman,
and he and his wife gave a great deal of time to the instruction
of their child while she was in the elementary school. The child's:
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health was poor until she -jvas seven years old. At six she could
read a primer. At nine she entered school and was placed in the
fifth grade hy the teacher on account of the work she had done
at home with her parents. The school was a one-room country
school, very imperfectly graded. Her health was good and her at-
tendance at this school was regular after the age of nine. She
received good marks throughout the elementary grades, although she
says the work, especially in grammar, was too difficult for her
and confusing during the first year. She feels quite sure that
she did hetter work at home than she would have done in the pri-
mary grades of that particular school, "but she is reasonably cer-
tain that the work would have "been done to a much greater advan\-
tage if she had attended a first-class school. Many people who
have heen kept at home during these first school years complain
that it has "been difficult for them to adjust themselves social-
ly. This young woman's complaint, however, is that the quality
of the work that she did was poor. One of her "brothers skipped
the first grade and she declares that he was hindered in a sim-
ilar way.
Case IV. This womem was reared on a farm. There were
eight children in the family, and neither parent had any time to
devote to the education of the children. Then this woman (now
thirty-one) was a child, her health was poor, and up to the age
of nine, when she skipped the fourth grade, her attendance was
irregular
.
She entered school at the age of six and skipped the
fourth grade "because the teacher thought she was able to do the
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work offered in the fifth. Skipping the fourth grade increased
her interest in the work. Her grades were good before skipping
and practically just as good afterward. Her health was not af-
fected; nevertheless, she maintains that skipping was an injus-
tice. No branch of the course of study was missed entirely, but
the work in fractions that is given in §rade four was missed,
and that is the particular basis of her complaint. The work in
arithmetic seemed confusing in the sixth, seventh, and eighth
years, and she says she "never knew fractions" until she learned
them in algebra in the high school. This report suggests, of
course, that a little help from parents or teachers would prob-
ably have relieved the difficulty that 'skipping' produced.
Case V. This woman skipped both the first and fifth grade
Her ancestors were able in business management. One grandfather
wrote magazine articles. Her father was trained in^medical
school, and her mother had reached junior standing in college.
There were four children in the family, and no great amoujit of
time was given by the parents to the education of this child.
Both parents and the child were healthy.
She had only a little training in school work at home, and
that in an incidental way; nevertheless, when she began her
schooling, at the age of seven, she entered the second grade
because the work of that grade was unusually easy and she seemed
to be able to do it readily. The parents appear to have been op-
posed to sending their children to school at the age of six, or
at least did not want this one to start at that age, but as soon
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as they discovered that she was a year behind the others of her
age, they became very anxious to have her 'catch up.' The par-
ents then su^jgested the idea of 'skipping' the first grade, and
the teacher suggested it in the fifth grade on account of the
child's ability. She attended school regularly throughout the
elementary school, and received high marks both before and after
she had skipped grades. In neither case^-fr© trouble ¥p€ts exper-
ienced in doing the work that followed the 'skipping:' in fact,
she states that the vfork of the second grade was better suited
to her ability than that of the first grade. Her real complaint
is that she has always been too young for the group into which
the 'skipping' of grades threw her, and she says that, if she
were back in the fourth again under like conditions, she would
not skip the fifth grade.
Case VI. This case is that of a woman now twenty-one
years old, who skipped the eighth grade. Her ancestors v;ere
gifted in music, in designing and in architectural accomplish-
ments. Her father, an importer of horses, was a college gradu-
ate and her mother had completed three years of a college course.
She began her school life in a one -room country school at the
age of five, and was transferred to a town school when she had
finished the fourth grade. Her health was good and attendance
regular until she was twelve years old, when she had scarlet
fever and was sick for an entire year. When she came to school
in the following year, the principal told her tliere was no reason
why she should not 'skip' the eighth grade and begin the work of
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the high school. She followed this suggestion and made no at-
tempt to 'make up' the work she had skipped.
No branch of the curriculum was missed entirely, but certain
topics were missed, such as mensuration, certain topics in physi-
ology, and very essential facts in United States history. She
declares that skipping the arithmetic of the eighth grade left
her unprepared for geometry, and thst arithmetic "seeme very
vague;" in fact, she believes that she was entirely unprepared
for the work of the high school and that it impaired her health
to do the work there under conditions so unfavorable, neverthe-
less, she secured good marks in every high-school subject but
geometry, and was valedictorian of her class. If she were back
again in the elementary school and had the power to choose, she
would not 'skip' the eighth grade.
In considering this case, the question may be raised whether
the scholastic difficulties and the alleged impaj^j/ment of her
health may not have been due in large measure to the siege with
scarlet fever. It would doubtless have been better for her on
account of this illness not to 'skip' the eighth grade. It was
a mistaken kindness to encourage her to graduate with her class-
mates .
Case VII. The first case in the investigation of two men
who say that skipping grades was an injustice to them is that of
a graduate student now in this liniversity. His paternal grand-
father was a shipbuilder and displayed a great deal of mechanical
skill. His paternal grandmother was of the strictly Puritan type
J
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and attended church five times each Stinday. The grandparents
were both of English descent and trace their ancestry back to
the Mayflower. The maternal grandfather was of Scotch-Irish
descent, a cabinet -maker "by trade, and gave evidence of mechan-
ical ability. This student's father had an eeirly training in
shipbuilding, and he, like the grandfather, showed mechanical
ability. He afterward engaged in mercantile business. This
student's mother, besides being a home-maker, had developed a
keen business insight. She was very deeply interested in the
education of her children and spent much time in teaching them.
She had trained this boy so well that at the age of three
he recited simple selections successfully before large audiences
At this age he also manifested great imitative power and possess
ed a lively imagination. At four he entered the kindergarten,
where he remained until he was six, when he entered the first
grade of a large city school. His healthy like that of both of
his parents^ was ^ood, so that his attendance at school was al-
ways regular. At the age of ten he skipped the fifth grade be-
cause the teacher thought he could do the work offered in the
following grade, and at eleven he skipped the seventh grade for
the same reason. A few other pupils skipped at the same time,
but the rooms were not crowded, and, as far as facts can be de-
termined, all of than skipped on account of ability to do the
work of the following grade. The work was not 'made up' in any
explicit way. The only course skipped was English history and
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the topics missed occurred in mensuration, tenses, "biography,
and the geography of Europe and Asia; the manTial training of
the fifth and seventh grades, and the geography of the fifth
grade were also missedi.
He secured good marks both "before and after skipping. The
marks made "before skipping were "better than those made afterward,
hut outside interests, he states, then took more of his time than
formerly. The work that followed was not too hard to do in eith-
er case and did not impair his health. The work in each case
seemed slightly confusing for a few days, but he says the new
environment was really the source of this confusion.
The injustice lies in the fact, he says, that he was not
prepared to do the first-year work of the high school. He main-
tains that it would be better for him had he spent more time in
the grades, because he would have come into the high school with
a better grasp of the fundamentals. His comment on the grammar
teaching is amusing and perhaps explains in part why he came in-
to the high school unprepared for the study of Latin. "Grammar
was poorly taught," he says; "we often missed that lesson be-
cause it was an unpopular subject with the pupils and with the
teacher too." He deeply regrets now that the subject was so of-
ten neglected.
The work that he did was good enough to gain some recogni-
tion by the various schools that he attended. In the elementary
school he was always first or second; in the high school he rank-
ed fourth in scholarship; at college he received honors every

year for high grades, and ranked fourth or fifth in a claes of
seventy-five students.
The outside interests, mentioned above, that claimed his
attention were the following: in the grades, participation in
special exercises; in the high school, athletics and the editor-
ship of the high-school paper; in college, football, baseball,
basketball, and track, and the office of class poet. In addition
to what has been said in regard to outside work, it is well to
state that he earned the money to pay his expenses while he was
attending high school and college, although assisted by a schol-
arship at college.
All of the children in this family skipped grades. One
brother skipped the sixth and eighth, one sister skipped the
same grades, and the other sister skipped the fifth and seventh.
This student says that his brother and sister advanced
rapidly and without inconvenience in the work that followed, and
that, while grade skipping has been an inconvenience and an in-
justice to him, he is certain that it has been a great help to
his brother and sisters.
The brother and one of the sisters are older than our stud-
ent. Apparently he was, so to speak, "between two fires" be-
cause the two older children had set the educational pace for the
family, and the younger sister showed evidence of her power to
maintain the family record. It was encumbent upon him to do his
share. The family and their friends, the teachers, and all of
the children in the room who knew the record of the older child-
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ren would expect him to skip grades (two at least) and keep in
the fi-ont ranks of the class.
It is not at all certain that social suggestion "stretched
this power too far or spun it out too fine," "because the quality
of teaching may have been poorer in his case than that which his
"brother and sisters received, and he may have engaged in more out-
side interests than they did. The statement given above in regard
to the teaching of grammar indicates that the quality of teaching
may have had something to do with his difficulties.
Case "7III . This is a young man now twenty-one years old,
and until recently a freshman in the University.
His immediate ancestors were not specially gifted and his
parents had had no unusual training beyond the elementary school.
He knew the alphabet and could count some (probably to ten) at
the age of three. He received no further training at home and
was not assisted there in the work of the grades.
At six he entered the first grade of a country school, and
at sixteen 'skipped' the seventh and the latter half of the
eighth grade, and entered a township high school. Although he
was given all of the assistance that he could reasonably expect
and was instructed by good teachers, he says that he was not pre-
pared for high school and that skipping was an injustice to him.
There were fifteen persons in this investigation who had
progressed by doing the work more rapidly or by skipping parts of
grades. Of these two complained that this so-called 'privilege'
was really an 'injustice'
.
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Case IX. This case is that of a woman twenty-one years old,
who skipped the last quarter of the second grade, the first and
last quarter of the third grade, the first and last quarter of the
fourth grade, and the first quarter of the fifth grade, fhe rooms
were not crowded at all except in the last case. She skipped the
first and the second time through the influence of her father, the
third and the fourth time at the suggestion of the teacher. No
branch of the course was missed entirely and no topic was left out
completely. The work that followed was not too difficult, and no
complaint was made hy the student that she had missed anything.
She won second honors in a high school class of sixty members.
Her only objection to skipping grades is a social one. She
complains that she is too youn^, for the group in which accelera-
is difficult and attended with much inconvenience.
Case X. Case ten is that of a man who is twenty-five years
old and a student of this University. This man did the work of
the third and the fourth grade in one year . He did the first half
of the work of the fifth grade in the public school and was then
transferred to a private school. He remained in the private
school one-and-a-half years and did the work of the fifth, sixth,
and seventh years. He then went back to the public school and
did the work of the seventh and eighth years. He says that he
should have entered the eighth grade when he returned to the
public school, because he had no interest in the work of the
seventh year. He says that school work seemed to be a joke to
tion has placed her, and that personal
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him because he accelerated. It is his opinion that if he had
spent a year in each grade and had been required to do the work
with more thoroughness, he would have placed a higher value upon
elementary school work.
Th "the second division of this study, that dealing with the
school progress of sixty-five children of the public school, the
chief complaint was made by two boys who are now in the high
school. They both say that their difficulty is that they feel "too
young" for the group in v.'hich they find themselves. One of them
laments the fact that he w*s too small to join successfully in
the athletic sports of the high school. He thinks that he would
have had a more pleasant outlook upon life if he had even held
back a year^ instead of advsuacing a year in comparison with the
normal rate of progress. The mother of one of these boys was in-
terviewed and she seemed to think that skipping a grade was dis-
advantageous to them educationally and socially.
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Chapter V
DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL CASES THEREIN SKIPPING '.VAS
REPORTED AS ADVANTAGEOUS
In the group of adults interviewed in this study, there
were fifty-nine persons who maintained that the privilege of
skipping a grade was a positive advantage to them educationally,
and that they had suffered no inconvenience on account of skipi^^-
ping. An account of a number of selected cases from this group
will he found interesting.
Case XI. The first case is that of a woman whose age is
now twenty-four years, and who is carrying sixteen hours of un-
dergraduate work in this University and working twenty- two hours
a week for the University on a salary.
Her immediate ancestors were endowed with strong physique,
good business ability, mechanical ingenuity, and exceptional
memory. Her father was a practical farmer, but had had no spec-
ial training in agriculture. Her mother was "strong in mathe-
matics, excellent in memory work, and skillful in handwork."
This student is the third child of a family of five child-
ren, four of whom have skipped grades. She had no special train-
ing until she started to school and did not manifest any special
precocity. She entered school when she was scarcely five years
old and attended this two-room village school until she had com-
pleted the elementary course. She skipped the fourth and fifth
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grades and graduated from the elementary school at the age of
eleven
.
She missed practically all of the work In these fourth and
fifth grades and missed the subject known as home geography com-
pletely. She was advised by her teacher to skip these grades be-
cause he thought she was able to do the work of the following
grades. She says she experienced no difficulty in doing the work
that followed, that it increased her interest to skip the two
grades, that the work was better suited to her ability after she
skipped, that her marks were always good, and that her health
was In no way impaired by thus skipping two grades at once.
1
1'k-e- MLS
This school >afid all others not in incorporated towns^
under the direction of the county superintendent, and the pupils
were required to take a final examination given by him. All the
pupils who passed this examination were considered graduates of
the elementary school. This girl obtained rank two in this ex-
amination and rank two also in &n examination similar to this
1
that was held in an adjoining county. This is rather good evi-
dence that a competent pupil may, under certain conditions, skip
two grades at once and still graduate with a creditable record.
It was fashionable then for students who lived near the bound-
ary line to take the examination in both counties. It was a
vejry great honor indeed for a pupil in one county to be in rank
one or two in another county.
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There was no high school near and she was unahle to attend
one for two years after she finished the elementary school. '.Then
she did enter the high school, she made seven credits in one year
(normal numher four) and at graduation had the highest grade In
her class.
Her sister, .vho is one year older than she is, and who is
also a student of this University, has a record exactly like the
one given ahove, except that she had had some instruction at
home in singing and speaking. She entered school at the age of
six, graduated from the elementary school at the age of tw^^Te,
and won second honors in the high school. These two sisters
were, it will he understood, in the same class throughout their
school career.
Another sister skipped the second grade and has finished
the high school. A brother skipped the third grade. He has
completed an engineering course in this University. All four
of these persons say that skipping grades has heen very bene-
ficial to them.
All in all, this case is strking when one considers that
this village school was in session only seven months each year,
that two grades were skipped at once, that rank two was won in
a competitive examination, that the student was valedictorian
in the high school, that her grades are excellent in the Uni-
versity, and that four children .in this family skipped grades
successfully.
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The writer is personally acqminted with this family, and
the teachers who taught the pupila, knows the school conditions
of the village, and considers these data reliable.
Case XII. The next account is that of a woman aged twenty
years, a graduate of an accredited high school.
Her immediate ancestors, except her father, were not well
educated. In fact^most of them did not complete the elementary
school. All of them were physically strong except her maternal
grandmother and nearly all of them gave evidence of ability along
some line. Some of them displayed business abij^ity, others were
skillful in art and coristruction work, and her father is "strong
in mathematics."
There was nothing extraordinary about this woman's child-
hood. At six she entered the first grade of a well-graded school
where she made so excellent a record that her teacher advised her
to skip the second grade. She had access to numerous readers in
which she delighted to read, and from which she perhaps secured
almost as much information as if she had taken the second year's
work.
She missed home geography, small-number combinations, ele-
mentary language, and 'Greek Heroes' on account of skipping the
second grade.
The skipping increased her interest. The work that fol-
lowed was not difficult, but was more nearly suited to her capac-
ity and, as she says, kept her working hard. She, therefore.
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considers the privilege of skipping the second grade a real favor.
This woman's report is especially interesting on account of her
specific explgmation as to ^A,'hy she was able to skip the second
grade without difficulty. She says: "I have always had excellent
teachers. I have always been a rapid reader. I easily under-
stand what I read and commit readily. I have read during my
seventh and eighth school year as many as five books of fiction
a week, by Annie Fellows, Louisa IvI. Alcott, and others. I car-
ried full work in a strong preparatory school and took two music
lessons a week which required tliree hours a day practice. Be-
sides this, I was a member of a strong literary society which
met once a week and I took also an hour of work a day in the
gymnasium. I have never received a grade less th£in ninety per-
cent in any subject in any year of my school work."
This woman's younger sister skipped the third grade. This
sister is in rank one or two in a class of nine, and althou^
she is the youngest member in the class, she has no difficulty,
except occasionally in arithmetic, and even in that branch she
is meeting the requirements satisfactorily. She thinks it was
an advantage to her sister to skip the third grade. Of especial
interest is the fact tlat in this home there is a son who^unlike
his sisterSjhas shown ^ determination to ezcel in school
work but has,j[^repeated a grade.
Case XIII . The following report is that of a woman whose
immediate ancestors were leaders educationally and socially and
who were trained in the best schools. The paternal grandfather
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was once superintendent of public instruction in a western state.
His wife enjoyed reading, 6Hft4 had a vvide range of interests, and
was endowed with an excellent memory. The father was a physician,
trained in ^Tashington University, University of Pennsylvania,
Heidelherg, and Berlin.
The girl we are descrihing sang and recited in public at
the age of three. She could read primers, first readers, and
children's story-books at the age of five, when she entered the
first grade of a carefully graded school. At six she skipped
the second grade at the suggestion of the teacher. She says
that the third grade was better suited to her ability than the
second grade, that she had no difficulty in doing the work of
the elementary school, and that she missed nothing of importance
by skipping the second grade.
She has a brother who skipped the fifth (or sixth) grade
and believes that for him, too, skipping was a favor. He became
an honor student in the School of Medicine in the University of
Pennsylvania, where he stood second in grades in his class.
Case 111. The next case is that of a woman now twenty-
three years old and a student in this University. She comes
from a gjifted and trained immediate ancestry, but she showed no
evidence of special ability until after she entered the grades,
except that she did some singing and speaking at the age of
three. She entered school at six, at seven skipped the second
§3*€tcb#^ and at eleven sho skipped the seventh grade. In both
cases the outcome^in her opinion^ was entirely satisfactory.
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'.Yhen fifteen this girl wished to study Latin, but there was
no time or opportunity for it in the private school she was at-
tending, whereupon she studied it alone during the second sem-
ester and finished about one-half the book. 7/ith the assistance
of another pupil, she finished the first-year book in this un-
satisfactory way. In the following fall she enrolled in another
school and by some means was admitted to the second-year Latin
class. Here she experienced some difficulty for a time on ac-
count of having practically missed the first year of Latin. She
admits, however, that the difficulty did not last long and that
she had no further trouble in Latin. If any special attention
was given this student by the teacher of second-year Latin, it
is unknown to the writer.
Case XV. The following case, that of a woman, now twenty
years old and a student at the University, is interesting be-
cause one of her classmates could have skipped the same grades,
but did not, so that we have an opportunity to compare two per-
sons of similar ability, one of whom skipped a grade that the
other one took. The testimony of each is given in regard to
this point.
The immediate ancestors of the former student were leaders,
economically, politically, and educationally. Her father and
mother were reared on adjoining plantations and educated in the
same private college. The daughter had no special accomplish-
ments and showed no special ability when she was a child. She
entered the first grade of school at the age of seven and skipped
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the fourth grade at the age of ten. The fourth grade v?as hadly
crowded and the teacher sent to grade five the pupils that she
thought were most able. (Her classmate referred to, skipped
this grade also.) She found the fifth-grade work tetter suited
to her ability, and was in rank one through the elementary
school. The point of comparison "between the cases lies in the
experience of these two students in the high school. The first
student finished the high school in three years/ by taking work
under a private instructor and getting credit by examination:
her classmate, now a senior in the University from which our
student graduated last year, was not accelerated in the high
school and now regrets that she was not.
Case XVI. The next record, that of a woman now twenty-
two years old and a senior in college, is of interest because
she skipped the eighth grade and yet succeeded in the work that
followed. She entered a country school at the age of seven and
at the age of fourteen, with ten others, skipped the eighth
grade. She says that she can see now that the work was done
too hurriedly, but she contends that skipping was advantageous
to her because of the gain in time. An interesting contrast
is afforded by her brother who skipped the same grade and who
declares that the courses he has taken in college have demon-
strated the fact that the was weakened in the fundamentals of
arithmetic by skipping the eighth grade.
Case XVII. Another woman, now twenty years old, sprang
from ancestry represented in the Swedish nobility. Her father
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and mother were well trained. She attended a kindergarten from
the age of six to eight when she entered the second grade of the
elementary school. At the age of ten. at the teacher's sugges-
tion, she skipped the fifth grade. She has experienced some In-
conveniences on account of skipping the fifth grade: spelling
has always been difficult, especially diacritical markings, and
the transitive verh in grammar has been a source of annoyance
and confusion. Nevertheless, her work has received special recog-
nition: she won the scholarship prize in the junior and senior
years In college and was honored for all-f,round scholarship
throughout the course. On the whole, she considers skipping a
favor^ because she gained time and was placed in a congenial
class. Her sister also skipped the fifth grade without incon-
veniences and won first honors in the high school.
These cases are interesting because it appears that at one
time the practice of skipping the fifth grade was very prevalent
in the city in question. The custom was discontinued because so
many parents sought the privilege for their children.
CaseBTIII. The next case, that of a student now twenty-
six years old, is important because she attempts to explain why
she now makes a grade of seventy- five, whereas she formerly made
excellent marks. Her immediate ancestors, of English and Irish
descent, were endowed in a few instances with an exceptional
memory and were social and religious leaders.. She was taught to
speak and tell stories, and at the age of three often recited
publicly poems containing as many as thirty-two lines. At this
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age also she learned to crochet. She entered the first grade at
on
the age of siXjand at seven, et the teacher's sugt^estlon, skipped
the second grade. T/ith her mother's help in the grades, she made
good marksV In fact, the highest in her class, and in the high
school was the valedictorian, with a grade of ninety-eight.
Besides the school work she did church work, club work, play
ed in an orchestra, "took music lessons." and on Saturday assisted
her father in the office.
After completing the high school, she attended a normal
school, where for two years she held the scholarship honors. She
then began to teach, and after two years received a diploma for
successful work.
She states that her health is now very poor; her physician
declares her very nervous condition, known as 'brain fag' , to be
caused, not by the amount of work she has done^ but by the work
done In early infancy.
Grade skipping was very fashionable in the school that she
attended, but a new superintendent revised the curriculum and the
practice was discontinued.
7e have encountered a number of instances in vvhich grade
skipping seems to have been discontinued and which might be con-
strued to indicate, contrary to the results of this investigation,
that it is a undesirable practice. The writer, however, investi-
gated one school where grade -skipping is reported to have been
discontinued," and found that it had only been greatly diminished.
It is our surmise that vvhen it has been once instituted in a sys-
tem, it is almost never entirely eliminated.
One school ^as visited which "officially" does not permit
grade skipping beyond the second year. A girl was found in the
seventh grade who had been away from the school a few years and
who in the meantime had skipped the fifth grade. Her seventh
grade work was satisfactory, and no one knew that she had skipped
a grade until an inquiry was made. It seems that in her case no
harm resulted from skipping.

Case XIX. The next case, that of a woman of nineteen, le
valuable "because of her peculiar attitude in childhood tovmrd in-
door games, puzzles, picture books, etc., and because she thinks
she could have skipped two grades advantageously.
iJhe is a descendant of a rather remarkable ancestry. Her
paternal grandfather, an inventive genius, and her paternal grand-
mother are of Irish descent. Her grandmother was exceptionally
strong both physically and mentally: at present more than eighty-
three, she is only slightly gray, is very active, has good memory,
is not childish, and is still "able to manage the whol*. house."
Her maternal grandfather, a German, was a strong-willed man,
shrewd in business, excellent in Judgment, and a social leader.
Her maternal grandmother, German, •;7as a social leader, and at the
age of seventy-nine has excellent memory and is passionately fond
of the beautiful, especially in statuary. Her father was trained
in a medical college and is proficient in surgery, and her mother
had a high-school training. Both parents are musical. Her father
plays the violin; her mother plays the piano and sings well.
The childhood of this woman was unique in that she never
cared for p^uzzles, picture books, and indoor games. She spent
most of her time out-of-doors. She entered the first grade at the
on
age of six and at nine, jHr the suggestion of the superintendent,
skipped the third grade. With the exception of the first half of
the fourth year in fractions, the work was not confusing. Uo specw)
i«i help was given by the parents, but they always emphasized
high ideals and expected her to succeed. Her marks were among
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the best in the grades and the highest in her class in the hi^
school, and she won preliminary honors and a scholarship at a
universi ty
.
She thinks she could have skipped the fifth grade also and
succeeded as well. Provision was made for her brother to acceler-
ate without skipping and she thinks it has been advantageous to
him.
Case ZX. The next case, a woman now seventeen, and the
youngest student interviewed, entered the first grade of a two-
room village school at the age of seven. At the age of ten she
skipped the fourth grade and at twelve the seventh - in each case
at the teacher's suggestion. She did not miss any branch entire-
ly and did the seventh-grade work very hurridly with another class
while her own was doing the eighth-grade work. Her grades have
always been good and she is pleased because skipping placed her
in position to take advantage of high-school work and work in
music while the opportunity was offered. She has received a very
careful training in English at home and from early childhood has
spoken exceptionally well. Her brother and sister were accelerat-
ed successfully in the elementary school. The parents are agreed
that all of the statements of the children with regard to the ad-
vantages of acceleration are correct.
Case XZI . The next case, that of a woman nineteen years
old, is interesting because her brother and both sisters^ as well
as herself^ skipped grades.
Her immediate ancestors were gifted and her parents were
V
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trained. She entered the first grade at six and at seven skipped
the second -et the suggestion of the teacher and the superintendent
At the age of seventeen she completed the high school with the
highest average of a class of sevent)<-four . Her brother skipped
the fifth grade and her sisters skipped the second grade. It is
her opinion that skipping grades has been an advantage to all of
them.
Case ZZII . The next report, that of a man twenty-one, and
from a German parochial school, is interesting on account of the
great number of credits he made.
He entered the school at six and in six years completed
the course with a grade above ninety. By regular work and special
examinations, he made twenty-seven credits in four years in the
high school. Besides this, he assisted his mother with the work
at home and did Janitor work at the school building after four
o'clock each school day. He says acceleration was advantageous
to him.
Case XXIII. The report of another man from a parochial
school is interesting on account of the excellent record he has
made
.
He attended parochial school two and one-half years and
was transferred to the sixth grade of a public school. He has
always received excellent grades; the highest in the class in
the parochial, elementary, and the high school. He was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa when he was a junior, and his grade in this
University for five semesters (the time he has attended here) is
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ninety-four and five tenths. He considers acoeleration advantage-
ous because he gained time.
Case IXIV. Probably the most remarkable case of skipping
is that of a student of this University who missed nearly all of
the high school.
He entered the first grade of a country school at the age of
eight and completed the course in six years. This was a small
school and he was allowed to do the work as fast as he was able.
At the age of sixteen he entered the high school but did no -t at-
tendi^it only three months of that year. The next year he attend-
ed it again for the same length of time. After this he spent
eight months in Brown'
o
Business College and then went to work.
In the high school he studied algebra, English, general
history, and book-keeping. All the remainder of the hi^ school
was missed and has never been 'made up.*
He entered the University as a special student and will re-
ceive a degree this year. He says that skipping the high school
was a favor, but an inconvenience.
Case XZV. The next report is valuable because the student
has made a comparison of her work in the University and declares
that one year in age makes a difference in ease of doing work.
She also reports an instance where a number of pupils skipped
grades because of crowded conditions
.
She entered the first grade of a parochial school at the
age of six and did the work of grades five and six at the age of
twelve. Eer marks have always been good; she received the high-
est marks in the eighth grade, was in rank one in the high school.
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and won preliminary honors in this University.
She says that acceleration was a fQ.vor but that she would
have heen better prepared to do the work of the University if she
had entered it a year later. She has coropared her work in botany
with that in zoology accomplished when a year older, and has de-
cided that the botany could have been done much better if she had
been a year older.
She complains that she has always been too young for her
group and that lack of acquaintance with the conventionalities
has made adaption very difficult in the high school and in the
freshman and sophomore years in college.
The public schools in the city from which this woman came
were very badly crowded and in 1904 eleven of the best ones in the
class skipped the sixth grade. There were five or six of them who
have been benefitted by it, but the others have been handicapped^
especially in grammar, a fact that seems to indicate that skipping
must be done with great care.
Case XXVI. The next case is that of a woman who is now
nineteen years old and is a member of a family of nine children,
all of which have accelerated in the elementary school.
She entered the first grade of a country school at the age
of six and at the age of eleven had completed the first six grades.
She did not miss any branch or topic\but did all the work faster
than it is usually done. The work has never been confusing or
difficult. She has always received good marks: they were high
in the grades and in the high school ranged from ninety-five to
A
5E
one himdred. She has never experienced any inconvenience intel-
lectually or socially and considers the acceleration a decided
advantat^e to her. She says that her five sisters and three
brothers liave accelerated somevshat as she did and that it has
he en advantageous to them.
Case XXTII . The next report, that of a man now twenty- three
,
is profitable because he thinks skipping was a 'social injustice'
and attempts to tell what the social Injustice was.
At the age of six he entered the first grade and at nine
the fourth grade. The work was so easy here that he spent much
time in idleness and annoyed the teacher greatly. After a short
time the principal told him that he had been promoted to the
fifth grade. He went reluctantly. Ee has experienced no dif-
ficulties in doing the work but/^aays he worked under greair social
disadvantages. He says that he was too young for the group and
that he was regarded out of place by the older members of the
class. According to his s tat ement^ they teased him, he was made
'the goat' in everything, and friendship with one member of the
class was entirely discontinued. His opinion is that the girls
(there were no boys in the class) were envious because he was
younger and -^^as making a good showing. Conditions improved in
the senior year, and he became president and valedictorian of
his class. This high school was too small for class parties and
athletics, therefore, there was no difficulty socially except at
school
.
Case XXVIII. The next case, a post-graduate, skipped the
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third grade of the elementary school and completed the hi^h
school in thjree years by making seven credits in the senior year.
She was first in her class in the elementary school and in the
high school was valedictorian, with a grade of more than ninety-
five. Her brother skipped the first and sixth grades. She says
that skipping was an advantage to both of them, because they
gained time and lost nothing.
Case XXIX. The next report, that of a man in the graduate
school, is interesting because he stresses early social adapta-
tion.
He gave evidence of an excellent memory at the age of three
years and could read fluently at the age of four and one-half.
He was taught by his father at home until the age of eight when
he entered, by examination, the fourth and fifth grade (these
grades were combined) of a country school. The whole plan of the
public school was confusing to him^ but his marks were good. T^o
years after he had finished the elementary school ( this time was
spent in reviewing the grades because of no opportunity to at-
tend another school) he went to an academy where he did four
years' work in three years with the highest grades in his class.
His grades in this University range from 90 to 97 per cent.
On the whole, he considers acceleration an advantage to him
but complains that he was too young for the group, -srtd that for
this reason he never had any companionSj-asd school work was,
therefore, unpleasant^ Ho oayo that he was kept from the social
group too long and that this lack of early social adjustment
has always been a handicap to him.
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Case XXX. The next case is that of a woman, now twenty-
tliree, whose report is interesting because she accelerated in the
grades. in the high school, and in college, and is the only case
whose teachers in the high school were men.
She entered the first grade of a parochial school at the age
of seven, did the work of the third and fourth grade at nine and
completed the grade course of nine years at fifteen. At the age
of fifteen she entered a small private school taught "by men who
were excellent teachers. Here she was given every advantage need-
ed for intellectual progress. She completed the course in two
years with an average grade of ninety- four ( the highest grade
that has ever been made in that school) and with seventeen units
to her credit. After the entrance requirements had been satis-
fied she was given tvjenty-one hours of advanced standing at this
University. This case seems very exceptional when we consider
the short period of her attendance at the high school. She had
never studied French) nevertheless, she skipped the first year of
it and received a mark of ninety per cent in the second year.
Her marks have always been good^ except in the subjects that
she dislikes, namely, mathematics and chemistry. The low grades
in these subjects have reduced her average to eighty-nine per
cent. She will complete a four-year course in this University
in only three years of study.
She considers acceleration advantageous to her because she
has never been 'held back' and has always done commendable work.
In the group of pupils there is a case in which grade
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skipping was considered advantageous but missing topics was de-
clared disadvantageous.
Case XXXI. This pupil's ancestors vsere the leaders of the
community in religion, politics, and financial affairs. Her
father was trained in a medical college and was an excellent
physician and surgeon. Her mother was proficient in the 'common
branches' and both parents assisted the child ';vhenever she need-
ed help in her school v;ork.
She entered the first grade of a small village school at
the age of six. At nine she skipped the fourth grade because she
entered school in a village where the fourth grade was not taught
during that year. She says this school was poorly graded. "I
was put in a fifth reader class," she says, "and I distinctly
remember being in a history and spelling class with girls of the
sixth and seventh grades." She does not know why she missed
'interest' and physiology, but she seems to have missed all of
the former and all but a half-year of the latter. She says that
the realization of her "shortness** in physiology has been the
inconvenience experienced from missing it. \l±th 'interest' it
is very different. She says that she has been inconvenienced in
a practical way when she worked in the store and in the bank be-
cause she did not know 'interest.'
At this point the reader may inquire why she does ^ot
learn 'interest' now, since she has seen how valuable it is.
She has given her reason in the following statement. "My mind,"
she says, "absolutely won't work along that line. I have tried
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to understand it, and have succeeded to a certain extent, but for
the most part Interest is a dim, hazy mystery .
"
This pupil is energetic, dili^^jent, and persistent, and it is
our belief tliat she has really endeavored to 'make up' the defic-
iency hut, as yet, has not succeeded.
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Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS AIID INFERENCES
There are a numhcr of facte contained in these reports from
which several definite conclusions may he safely made and there
are likewise a numher of conditions which do not Justify ^conclu-
sions, hut nevertheless make some very vivid impressions.
(a) Factual SuTmnary of Reports of 'Gifted Children'
1. Eighty-one per cent of grade skippers are de-
scendants of 'gifted' ancestors (in the sense
that 7ve have used the term in Chapter III).
2. Eighty-three per cent of them are children of
healthy parents.
3. Ninety per cent of them were healthy children.
4. Ninety- three per cent. of them were regular in
school attendance.
5. Ninety- three per cent of them undoubtedly skip^-
j>ed on account of their ability in school work.
6. Eighty-eight per cent of them were definitely
or
urged by teachers, prineip^^^^i--€biwl superintend-
ents to skip the grade.
7. Three per cent of them, to be sure, repeated a
grade, but in one-half of theSy4ases lack of ap-
plication caused this failure.
8. Eighty-seven per cent said grade skipping was
advantageous
.
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More than seventy-five per cent of this group skipped grades
below the seventh. Four of the tvvelve who skipped the seventh
grade complained that it was disadvantageous to them. The fifth
one took it with a review class while she was doing the eighth
year's work; the sixth "looked up" the work as she needed it; the
seventh skipped it because she moved to another school; the eighth
did a part of the work with the seventh grade while taking the
eighth; the ninth was fourteen when she skipped. The remaining
four seem to have missed this grade^ but there is a possibility
that their teachers gave the whole class frequent reviews and
that these pupils were able to learn the work while the others
reviewed.
One of the three who skipped the eighth grade said it was
a disadvantage to her; another said she could see that the work
was too hurriedly done; the third one said he skipped it because
the majority of pupils in that school always did.
There were several in the adult group who complained that
acceleration had placed them in groups that were too old for them
and that they had been handicapped socially on that accoxint. Two
boys of the public -school group made the same complaint.
The writer agrees with Doctor Bagley of this University
that the common elements in education of a people of a democracy
are very essential and should not be neglected. From this point
of view the following conclusions may be drawn from the facts de-
termined in this investigation.
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^* C-lf ted children master the materia l offered in the curriculum
of the elementary school faster than the avera ge child master s
it
.
2 • They can accomplish more in eight years than is offered in the
curricula of the elementary schools .
This conclusion is strengthened by the answers given to a
questionary sent to the superintendents and principals of the
schools of four counties of this state. These officials ^'ere
asked to give the enrollment in each grade, and to estimate the
number in each grade who could do the work of each respective
year in eight months, seven months, six months, five months,
four months, provided that such an opportunity could be offered
them.
Four superintendents returned the questionary with esti-
mates in full as follows:
The number able to do the work of the year in
Eight Mo. Seven Mo. Six Mo. Five Mo. Four Mo. Total Attend-
% ance
1?0.1 70?^ IZfo 7^ 3^ 4% 96 941
No. 2 68fo 18^ 3% 89 891
no. 3 41^ 14^ 9fo 6<fo 6fo 76 195
110.4 98^ 32^ 24^ 2ofo 76 140
School number four is in session in the grades only seven
months in the year; nevertheless 98 per cent of the pupils will
be promoted to the high school and seventy-six per cent of them,
according to the report of the superintendent, could accelerate
if the opportunity were offered. A number of country schools in
Indiana and in Illinois are in session only six months of the
year, but pupils who attend them enter the high school and final-
ly the University. This anphasizes again the conclusion with re-
gard to the quantity of work that it is possible for gifted
children to do in the eight years of the elementary school.
3. As a rule grade skipping may be permitted (provided there
are no special classes for gifted children). It should be con-
sidered desirable in the case of pupils of good health who have
displayed in their work a superior degree of ability. (A degree
sufficient to place them in rank one or two.) '.That has been
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said here applies more especially to the country, the village, and
small city schools, because the larger cities, although they may
have no special class for gifted children, relieve the situation
"by a system of frequent promotions.
Objection is sometimes raised to grade skipping on the ground
that it interferes with the continuity of the material in the cur-
riculum and thrOTjss the child into subject-matter that is confusing.
This objection is not valid because in the elementary rural schools
of Illinois there is a plan of alteration by which the first three
N
grades are taught each year and the remaining ones are taught al-
ternately. It frequently occurs that a pupil may take grade six
before grade five and even the eighth before the seventh. This
plan would seem to encourage grade skipping, because it often ap-
pears unnecessary to require a child whose health is sound to take
the fourth grade after he has made excellent marks in the fifth
grade, and gives every evidence that he is mentally able to do the
work of the sixth grade.
4. Gifted children may skip any grade from one to six^ in-
clusive, without any apparent educational inconvenience; in ex-
ceptional cases they may possibly skip the seventh or eighth grade,
although this does not seem to be advisable in any case unless the
work of both these years has been covered in some other way. There
is danger of real harm being done by skipping these two grades,
even though most of the material that they contain has been stud-
ied in the lower grades. The reason seems to be that the material
can be presented in a more thoroughly organized form, at this stage
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of the child's development. At this age the child can evaluate
and organize the material of the curriculum and the use of rote
memory is displaced in part by logical memory.
There is opportunity to review the work missed in the lower
grades, hut all that is missed by skipping the eighth and most all
by skipping the seventh is usually lost.
5. There is bound to be some break in the continuity in some
respects when a pupil skips a grade. The break can naturally be
lessened by supplementing the work by means of home-study, vaca-
tion school, or by individual help at school. It follows that
when^ever a pupil skips a grade, a clear statement of vvhat has been
missed by the process and what should be 'made up' should be sub-
mitted to the pupil's parents and to the teacher of the grade the
child ^ill enter.
It is not meant that any lengthy or arduous labor is demand-
ed: Even a few hours of special assistance will prove an extremely
good investment. The organization of the curriculum, 'spiral
method' in arithmetic, 'cycles' in history, will take care of
much of the ' gap .
'
6. Though we have advised grade skipping in cases where
there is no special provision for giftec children, we do not urge
that this is the ideal provision. On the contrary, we would urge
that wherever possible a special room, a special teacher, and a
special course of study should be provided for gifted children.
The curricula should contain enough material to keep them busily
employed and working at a pace that is normal to them for a period
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of eight years of nine months in the year at least. The school
day, however, should he shortened, hecause gifted children work
intently until the v.orking day is finished.
To this proposal for the establishment of special classes for
gifted children there are two ohjections that may be raised. The
first is that since eighty-seven per cent of our group of adults
and ninety per cent of the group of children declare grade skipping
has been advantageous to them, therefore, the problem has already
been solved without the establishing of special classes for these
children. This conclusion does not follow, because those who skip^-
^e± have merely weighed the inconveniences occasioned by skipping
against the advantages gained by it and have decided that the con-
veniences outi3^eigh the inconveniences. One inconvenience which
has seemed to cause more difficulty than the others is that the
pupil who skips a grade is ordinarily too young for the group to
which he has been promoted, as has been brought out at several
points in this thesis. The other inconvenience is lack of prepar-
ation for the following grade.
The second objection is that if these children are segregat-
ed from the intellectually less favored, they may possibly over-
estimate their importance and miss the true spirit of socializa-
tion that is so essential in a democracy. This danger may be eas-
ily avoided provided that the school administrator has properly
evaluated the socializing influence of the school. Segregation
in the class'^oom need not mean segregation on the playground, and
it is here that socialization is largely accomplished. Gifted
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children can be taught to realize that they are doing the work
that Is normal to them^ Just as all other children are doing nor-
mal work*, and tinder conditions of this kind there appears to he no
danger that the gifted child will "become snobhlsh and "spoiled."
7. The gifted children should he separated from the others
at the beginning of the first school year.
8. They should be chosen on a basis consisting of the fol-
lowing points: (a) general intelligence (determined by mental
tests and schoolroom activities), (b) health, (c) home environ-
ment and educational advantages, (d) age. Prom the viewpoint of
the school the following factors should be considered; (a) quality
of instruction ,j..e.,_ whether or not the teachers are competent and
on the alert concerning the individual needs of the child in the
subject matter, (b) quality of supervision, d..^., whether or not
the curriculum attempts to express a unit of work that is contin-
uous and the progress steady and normal, (c) the number in the
class (not more than tvjenty-flve ) , (d) length of the school day,
(el length of the study period, (f) length of the recitation
period, (g) the material in the curricul^ (h) suitable testing
to find the educational status of the child.
The large city schools have begun to make provision for the
acceleration of the gifted children; the country schools, except
in gas regions, oil fields, and mining districts, are becoming
so small that provisions can be made in them for acceleration;
private and parochial schools permit them -te- accelerati'^f' But the
village and small city schools have done little more than to
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divide pupils into sections within each group accordinj^ to abil-
ity and permit the best to accelerate by skipping grades. The
results of this investigation justify the final conclusion that
until better provisions have been made for the school progress
of gifted children they should be permitted to skip any grade
of the elementary school except the seventh and eighth grade
,
and that these two grades s^iould be skipped only rarely and in
cases of exceptional ability .
There are a number of impressions that have been made on
the mind of the writer with regard to the type of children that
have been successful in skipping grades and v;ith regard to the
environment in which they have lived. These impressions we pre-
fer to present as impressions gained from the material we have
as.
gathered^ rather than ^generalizations established statistically.
Among these impressions are the following: Children who
profit by grade skipping seem to read more rapidly, understand
more readily what they read, memorize more rapidly and recall
more readily, than the average child. They read a great deal
independently and develop ^ase power of evaluation. They follow
the teacher's directions intelligently, work earnestly, inter-
estedly and persistently, and concentrate intently. They per-
ceive the meanifig quickly whenever sub ject -"matter is presented
to them; they follow the teacher into the subject farther than
others do and investigate material that is needed, even without
the teacher's suggestion. They are usually provided with edu-
cational material, are kept in bodily condition for work and have
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the right attitude tavards education. They are at ease socially.
They are keen observers, and inquire into the things they observe.
They respond to sympathy, enjoy the stimulus of success, and are
confident of success from the beginning. They realize that par-
ents, teachers, and friends are expecting them to make an excel-
lent showing, and they assume tliis responsibility uncjuestioningly
and strive untiringly to meet it.
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APPENDIX
Several plans have "been adopted in various cities of the
United States to give the "bright children an opportianity to do the
work of the elementary school more rapidly than it is done "by nor-
mal children. Among the various plans are the follo7;ing.
1. The Kalden Plan. This system provides nine years of ele-
mentary work arranged in such a way that a gifted pupil may skip
a half grade at three different places and lose nothing. The parts
he misses are all review work.
2. The Baltimore plan. Baltimore provides a special room
for gifted children.
3. The St. Louis Plan. This plan provides for promotion
"by fourths of grades.
Several other cities of the United States have plans some-
what similar to these, "but the most satisfactory are the Baltimore
and St. Louis Plans.
In Germany there are the Realschule and the Grymnasium, and
in France is the Lycee in which the bright children are educated.
In England one school system provides a curriculum parts of vvhich
may "be skipped by bright children without any loss.
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